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Introduction resources were put into improving economic statistics. In particular, 

resources were allocated to strengthening the short-term output 
The Office for National Statistics (ONS) aims to compile credible, (turnover) inquiries, and a decision was made to adjust the 

timely and integrated quarterly national accounts in order to present measures of income and expenditure to reflect the quarter to 

a coherent picture of the UK economy. Within the accounts, quarter movements in the output measure of GDP. 
quarterly Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is one of the more 

important aggregates. The ONS produces, each quarter, a single 

estimate of GDP with its income, output and expenditure 

components. The UK approach to compiling these three measures 

has been outlined by Cope (1995), and the processes involved 

are covered in more detail by Caplan and Lambert (1995). 

Of the three measures, that for output is taken as the best short

term estimate of volume change (real growth in GDP). The output 

measure is the most timely and the least subject to revisions. 

Adjustments are made to the quarterly paths of the expenditure 

and income measures to ensure that these measures of GDP 

move in line with the output measure. These "quarterly alignment 

adjustments" have a neutral effect within each calendar year. They 

have been applied to the estimates of GDP for the quarters since 

the first quarter of 1983, to ensure that all the three measures of 

GDP reflect a consistent picture of economic growth. 

This article describes how the quarterly alignment adjustments 

are calculated and allocated. It also presents a detailed example 

of the mechanism of the adjustment to constant price expenditure 

to illustrate the behaviour of the adjustments. 

Background 

The three measures of Gross Domestic Product are based upon 

different survey and administrative data sources. The three 

approaches to measuring GDP should, in theory, produce the same 

result. However, because of measurement errors, it is inevitable 

that the three approaches yield results which often differ. Before 

1993, the then Central Statistical Office (CSO) averaged the three 

estimates to give one measure which was labelled GDP(A). 

Attempts to reconcile the three measures or analyse the nature of 

the discrepancies had been limited. This practice changed 

following the Pickford Review and the Chancellor's Initiatives, (see 

Wroe 1993), through which considerable efforts and extra 

More specifically the output measure of GDP is considered to be 

the best indicator of quarterly path for years where the annual 

levels have been balanced through the input-output framework, 

and for the most recent quarterly path where no input-output 

balance is available. 

One significant development, not specifically required under the 

auspices of the Pickford Review or Chancellor's Initiatives, was 

the introduction of the quarterly alignment adjustments to the 

income and expenditure measures, designed to modify the 

quarterly paths of income and expenditure measures to reflect 

the path of the output measure. These quarterly alignment 

adjustments were introduced in a press notice in September 1989. 

These adjustments ....... have been attributed to the stock 

building component of the expenditure measure of GOP and 

to gross trading profits of companies in the income measure, 

because it is believed these are the components for which 

accurate measurement is most difficult. These quarterly 

adjustments are aimed at ensuring that the quarterly paths of 

the expenditure and income measures of GOP move more 

closely in line with the output measure, which GSa has always 

indicated is the best short term indicator of GOP movements. 

The alignment adjustments are made to the aggregates of income 

and expenditure, and are applied specifically to the stock building 

and gross trading profits components, because these were 

considered to be the weakest components of expenditure and 

income respectively. Because of improvements in the collection 

of data for these components, recent internal studies have been 

examining whether some of the alignment adjustments should be 

applied to other components of expenditure and income, rather 

than being applied wholly to the stock building and profits 

components, which are in themselves important economic 

indicators. 
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Mechanics of the adjustments the cubic spline (which smooths over a five year period) being 

used for earlier periods. Finally the quadratic method is not 
The first step to understanding the mechanics of the quarterly described in many texts, unlike the cubic spline method [see Press 
alignment adjustments is to appreciate that the main focus of et al1993 for example]. 

interest is on quarter on quarter growth rates. The objective is to 

align the growth rates (or quarterly paths) rather than the quarterly The quadratic method interpolates a quarterly ratio from the annual 

flows themselves. ratios for the previous, current and following years. For each 

quarter, a different weighted average of the three annual ratios is 
We can denote the quarterly growth rate in output by the following used. The weights are given in Table 1. 

formula; 

0lO) - 0JO) or 0lO)_1 

0JO) 0JO) 

where OJ (0) denotes the constant price level of GDP (0) in period 

'i'. Using the same notation for expenditure, we can show that if 

the growth rates are the same, then 

0lO) -1 = 0iE) -1 or 0iO) 0JO) 

0JO) OJE) 0iE) OJE) 

Table 1 The coefficients used for the quadratic method 
of smoothing. 

Ratio of annual output to expenditure 

Previous year Current year Following year 

01 7/32 30/
32 

-5/
32 

02 1/32 34/
32 -3/32 

03 -3/32 34/
32 1/32 

04 -5/
32 

30/
32 7/32 

In Chart 1 below, the quadratic method has been applied to four 

It follows that if we adjust expenditure to ensure that the ratio is randomly generated 'raw' data series. It clearly shows how the 

constant then we will be aligning growth in expenditure to growth quadratic method provides effective smoothing even for highly 

in output. The two are wholly equivalent. variable input values. A similar procedure is used for the cubic 

method, although as cubic splines are fitted over successive five 

The annual input-output analyses eliminate discrepancies between year periods more coefficients are involved. 

the three measures of GDP at current prices, and thus ensure 

that the annual growth in output and expenditure at constant prices 

are close together before we start calculating the quarterly 

alignment adjustments. Therefore it would be a relatively simple 

matter to just set the quarterly growth rates for expenditure to the 

quarterly growth rate of output. The ratio of output and expenditure 

would be the same for each quarter and for the year as a whole. 

After having derived a smoothed ratio, the next step is to re-scale 

this ratio back to the original annual series. As the original ratio 

was calculated as expenditure divided by output, we then multiply 

the smoothed ratio by the quarterly output series to give a 

smoothed expenditure series. 

The final stage is to constrain the smoothed expenditure series to 

However there is a danger that if we simply constrain the quarters the known annual estimate of expenditure to ensure that the 

to have the same ratio as the annual, then we will have large alignment adjustments sum to zero over the year. This stage is 

steps or jumps between adjacent years. For example, if the output important because it means that for the year as a whole we have 

measure is slightly above the expenditure measure in one year not added or removed any expenditure. 

and slightly below it in the next year, a large step will occur at the 

join between the two years. Therefore the quarterly ratio is The published alignment adjustment for a given quarter is 

smoothed rather than fixed. calculated as the difference between the aligned and unaligned 

expenditure series. By convention if the aligned series is higher, 

A combination of two types of smoothing have been used, namely the adjustment is shown as positive. 

quadratic and cubic (spline) interpolation. The quadratic method 

is described here because it is simpler to explain than the cubic In Chart 2, two pairs of charts show examples of the alignment 

method, yet still demonstrates the nature of the alignment process applied to randomly generated data. In the first of each 

adjustments. Moreover it is used for the most recent periods, with pair two series are shown, output and unaligned expenditure. In 
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Chart 1 
Smoothing raw data using the quadratic method 
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the second of each pair the new aligned expenditure series is in the calculation. The data are the fi rst part of the first series 

also shown. The charts show even under artificially erratic from Chart 2. 

conditions, the mechanical process can provide an aligned series. 

The table can be easily reproduced in a spreadsheet using the 

The graphical representation of the alignment adjustment weights for the previous, current and following year annual ratios 

process, gives the clearest picture of what effects the adjustments that were given in Table 1. In Table 2, the constraining stage does 

are having. Nonetheless a tabular representation (see Table 2 not appear to be contributing to the process; in practice it is 

below), gives the clearest representation of the stages involved essential to ensure that everything adds up but generally has 
only a small effect. 

Table 2 A numerical example of the quadratic method of calculating the quarterly alignment adjustments to 
constant price expenditure. 

Output Expenditure Ratio Interpolate Rescale Constrain Adjustments 

Previous year 400 400.8 1.002 

Quarter 1 98.4 97.0 0.986 0.987 97.1 97.1 0.127 
Quarter 2 98.0 95.7 0.977 0.987 96.7 96.7 0.994 
Quarter 3 97.6 101.8 1.043 0.989 96.5 96.5 -5.265 
Quarter 4 97.6 92.9 0.952 0.994 97.0 97.0 4.1 44 
Current year 391 .6 387.4 0.989 387.4 387.4 0 
Following year 389.6 397.9 1.021 
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Chart 2 
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Comparing the output, qriginaf expenditure and n~w aligned expenditure series 
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The process described so far is of a robust solution to resolving The treatment described in the paragraph above, is applied in the 

differences in the quarterly paths of expenditure (and income) and situation when all four quarters' estimates are available to derive 

output. Even under extreme conditions the alignment process the annual ratio for the current year. Different procedures are used 

has been shown to yield a more coherent view of the economy. for cases where data are available for fewer than the four quarters 

There are however some complications, both in terms of the of the current year. 

mechanics and in terms of the interpretation of these adjustments. 

Mechanical complications 

An immediate mechanical problem of implementing the procedures 

is that for the most recent year, there will be no following year 

from which to derive an annual ratio. The treatment used is to take 

the most recent annual ratio as an estimate of the ratio for the 

following year. The solution is considered to be suitable for the 

current purposes, although consideration is being given to more 

sophisticated methods, notably extrapolation using the Kalman 

filter. The method of extrapolation has not been found to be critical , 

which is not surprising as the extrapolated ratio is subsequently 

smoothed and constrained. 
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It might be thought possible to interpolate the path for the ratio for 

incomplete years in blocks of four quarters rather than calendar 

years. However in practice this would leave problems in 

constraining the sum of the adjustments to zero for calendar years, 

and in joining the last full calendar year (ie Q4 ) interpolation to 

the incomplete year interpolation. 

The method actually used is as follows. If the most recent quarter 

is the first or second quarter of the year, then the estimates used 

in the calculation of the alignment adjustments are those for the 

previous full year. Neither figure is explicitly forecast. In the third 

quarter, annual totals for output and expenditure are estimated, 

in order to provide estimates of the annual ratios and of the annual 



constraining factor. This is a compromise solution. For the first 

two quarters we are wary about estimating an annual figure, 

whereas for the third quarter we are more confident about 

estimating an annual value. 

As mentioned earlier, a combination of cubic and quadratic 

interpolation is used in the current system. The quadratic 

interpolation method requires estimates of the annual ratio of 

alignment adjustment, the alignment adjustments for the first three 

quarters are recalculated but these revised adjustments are not 

published. Therefore the alignment adjustments implicit in the 

stock building estimates published at this time will not necessarily 

sum to zero. The more accurate the estimate of the fourth quarter 

ratio made at the time of the third quarter estimate, the closer the 

implicit sum of the alignment adjustments will be to zero. 

expenditure (or income) to output for one year earlier and one The Future 
year later than the current year. The cubic method requires 

estimates for two years earlier and two years later than the current 

year. As the cubic method requires revisions further back and 

projections further forward than the quadratic method, the latter is 

used for the most recent data. 

The quarterly alignment adjustments are considered to improve 

the coherence of the accounts. While there are a number of 

developments which may effect directly or indirectly the system of 

quarterly alignment adjustments, there are currently no plans to 

amend either how they are calculated or where they are allocated. 

Interpretation Nonetheless there is concern that the size of the adjustments 
should remain within the error margins of the components to which 

The quarterly alignment adjustments are the final stage in the they are applied. 

balancing process, and are made after judgemental adjustments 

have been applied to individual component series (Caplan and 

Lambert ibid.) From a mechanical point of view it will be appreciated 

that the quarterly alignment adjustments provide an elegant 

solution to apparent discrepancies between the different measures 

of GDP. However there remains a problem of how they should be 

interpreted, and there is no simple answer to this question. As 

might be expected the interpretation should depend on the 

question which is under investigation. If the focus is on quarterly 

movements in the economy as a whole, clearly the aligned 

estimates are to be preferred. They are the most coherent 

estimates that arise from the integrated accounts, and should be 

used when attempting to relate stock building with supply estimated 

through the output measure. On the other hand, the focus might 

be narrower. For example, if the analyst were interested in market 

reaction through stock building or a component of stock building, 

then the unaligned series would be preferred. Equally it should be 

said, that in the latter case a series that is not seasonally adjusted 

might be more relevant. 

The quarterly alignment adjustments are published with the full 

UK National Accounts twelve weeks after the end of the most 

recent quarter to which they refer. Four weeks earlier a provisional 

estimate of stock building is published including but not disclosing 

the alignment adjustment. The constraint that the alignment 

adjustments should sum to zero over a four quarter period, has 

led some commentators to conclude that the fourth quarter 

alignment adjustment is calculable, when the provisional estimate 

for the fourth quarter is published (ie in February of the following 

year). This is not so. In the process of calculating the fourth quarter 

The use of the alignment adjustments depends directly on our 

judgement that the output measure is the best short-term indicator 

of quarterly movements in the volume of economic activity. 
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